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Welcome to
SECURE PHONE
Be alert. Be smart. Be safe.
How many times have we given, and received, such advice?
And yet, when it comes to the way we use our smartphones,
we seem to pay no mind. We lock our mobile devices with birth
dates, 12345 numbers, the names of our kids, dogs and cats,
and grant ourselves a piece of mind. What’s worse, a Javelin
study found that 63% of smartphone users do not protect their
phones with a password.
Surely, the faster the tech industry grows, the faster it changes
our lives. We have become the data that we voluntarily give up to
search engines, mobile carriers, social networks, etc. However,
it seems that the growing convenience in communications is
also convenience in surveillance.
For example – when we install an app, we are prompted to
approve the permissions it requests. In such cases, we give
companies like Google unfettered access to our personal
information – email addresses, contact books, calendar
appointments, personal photos and financial information. This
puts us on a slippery slope.
The unbridled control over data gathering by Google, Microsoft,
Facebook and the likes can have grave consequences
for consumer privacy. Such companies have become like
800-pound gorillas online. With one hand they collect our
personal information, and with the other they share it with the
whole lot.
But in the end, it’s not a matter of running away from Google
look-alikes; they will continue developing invasive profiles of our
internet habits. It’s a question of awareness and control.
The Secure Phone White Paper will present the solution we at
Secure Group developed to quench the increasing thirst for
privacy and security of our daily communications. We designed
Secure Phone, our propriety mobile device for encrypted
communications, as not only a mobile device, but a platform
delivering granular control to your fingertips. Read on to learn
more about the threats your regular smartphone is subject to
and how we took an Android OS, customized it, loaded it with
in-house built applications, and prepared it to fight data-sucking
social feeds, man-in-the-middle attacks, unsecured device
storage, etc.
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Smartphone
THREATS
The problem lies in the answer to the question:
“What is your smartphone capable of revealing about you?”
No, we can’t live without smartphones. On the contrary.
According to Statista, an online statistics aggregator, the
number of smartphone users for 2016 is forecast to reach
2.08 billion. Undoubtedly, the pocket-size mobile devices bring
convenience to our lives.
But engrossed by the bustle of life, we can be careless. We allow
our smartphones to automatically remember login passwords
for access to email, social networks, banking portals, VPN
and other accounts. The smartphones are always with us and
anything we do on them, and any information we store, is at risk
of being snooped on.
There is a plethora of threats to the safety of our smartphone
communication. And to understand the real value of Secure
Phone, we need to examine them, i.e. device manufacturer
services, mobile service providers, applications, metadata,
baseband hacking, silent SMS, man-in-the-middle attacks,
malware, etc.

DEVICE MANUFACTURERS
Device manufacturers require you to enroll with your email
address when you buy a new phone. Naturally, you accept a
set of Terms & Conditions that contain important information
about the types of data the manufacturer has access to.
Moreover, smartphones do not come as empty pieces of
plastic, they have preinstalled apps, some of which are essential
to mobile communication, such as the ones for email, calls and
text messages. However, few know that the companies which
develop and implement these apps and services have access
to anything that goes through their systems.

MOBILE SERVICE PROVIDERS
Mobile service providers are not really forthcoming in detailing
exactly what data they collect. The model of smartphone use is
such that even before you start, you must submit tons of your
data to get authorized access to services. And you sign Terms
& Conditions which generally remove all liability of service
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providers regarding the way they collect and handle your info.
At any time, mobile carriers know your whereabouts, who’s
calling you, who you are calling and where your text messages
are headed.

SILENT SMS
Silent SMS is exactly what it sounds like. It’s a stealth message
that you never realize you have received. Silent messages do not
show up on the phone’s display and do not trigger any sounds.
They are used to pinpoint your exact location and create a
movement profile. Often, police request mobile operators to
use Silent SMS and capture data, such as International Mobile
Subscriber Identity also referred to as IMSIs.

APPLICATIONS
Applications enable our daily communications. But how many
know that advertisers pay app developers to get access to
you? Applications collect data from your phone and transmit
it back to them. Moreover, when we install an app, we accept
another layer of Terms & Conditions stating what permissions
are needed in order for your app to operate. They let you know
what they have access to, but there is no control over what they
do with the info you give them.

MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACKS
Man-in-the-middle attacks (MitM) are what you think they
are. It’s a cyberattack where you, for example, insert yourself
into the conversation between two of your friends. You then
impersonate both of your friends and gain access to the
information they are trying exchange. It goes without saying that
MitM attacks are used to eavesdrop voice calls and manipulate
the information they acquire.

MALWARE
Malware is malicious software that is equally dangerous for
your computer and your smartphone. It is an umbrella term that
includes viruses, spyware, ransomware, Trojan horses, worms,
etc. No one is safe from malware; it is spread through the apps
on your smartphone and other venues, such as advertising and
upgrade attacks.
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BASEBAND HACKING
Baseband hacking is a refined way of intercepting cellular calls.
It feeds on the vulnerabilities found in the chips and firmware of
smartphones. At its core, it’s an attack on the phone’s baseband
processor that turns it into a listening device. This in turn allows
the imposter to eavesdrop on your conversations.

METADATA
Metadata is today’s private detective. Simply put, it’s data
about data, or the digital trail between you and the person you
are communicating with. For example, when we use chat to
communicate, the content of our communication is not the only
information we send. We also send data about the communication that allows it to successfully reach its intended recipient.
And bear in mind that this info about your communication may
include:
• The location it originated from
• The device it originated from
• The precise location of the device
• The timespan at which the message
was made and sent
• Email address of sender/recipient, IP
address, address book information, etc.
The collected metadata can be analyzed and used to form
profiles, detect patterns of behavior, monitor people’s
interactions and make predictions about future actions. As
former NSA director put it pithily: “We kill people based on
metadata.”
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Sеcure Phone
А SMART AND SECURE
PHONE

SECURE
OPERATING
SYSTEM

SECURE
ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEM

SECURE SIM
APPLICATIONS
HARDWARE

Secure Phone is not simply a mobile device, it’s a smartphone
platform for encrypted communications. Developed by Secure
Group, it uses the strongest encryption and runs a custombuilt, Android-based OS that closes all backdoors in standard
Android devices.
Secure Phone is managed remotely via the Secure Administration System (SAS). SAS is your command center and lets you
configure the device, the OS, the applications and everything
else. You decide whether to have your camera working, use
Gmail or turn Secure Phone into a normal phone.
Moreover, our propriety device does not depend on the services
of mobile carriers for voice calls. To make our product reliable
and safe, we developed a set of applications, such as Secure
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Voice for calls, that dramatically reduce the attack surface. Also,
amid the preloaded apps are Secure Email, Secure Chat, Secure
Folder, Secure Firewall, Secure Backup, etc.
Lastly, we have to be honest – it doesn’t make sense having only
one Secure Phone. The true benefit of the product is revealed
in relation with another Secure Phone. There is no point to
compromise your protected communications with regular calls;
you have million options for such devices and mobile plans.
What good is it using your Secure Phone to communicate with a
regular, unprotected phone?

End-to-end encrypted
communication
Secure Phone is not simply a mobile
device, it’s a smartphone platform
for encrypted communications.
Developed by Secure Group, it uses
the strongest encryption and runs a
custom-built, Android-based OS that
closes all backdoors in standard
Android devices.

Encryption keeps you safe. Encryption protects your financial
information when you bank online. Encryption shields you from
eavesdroppers. Encryption keeps your private information, well,
private.
At Secure Group, we believe in strong encryption and exercising
greater control over our daily channels of communications.
That’s why we designed Secure Phone using robust encryption
protocols – PGP for Secure Email, OTR for Secure Chat and
ZRTP for Secure Voice – and crypto libraries. But privacy and
security cannot be achieved by delivering solely a reliable
connection for your email, chat or calls. The device and storage
need to be safeguarded as well. No Google Services, no games,
no Facebook, no data-sucking social feeds etc.

Device and storage lock
down
Many companies talk about encrypting your chats, mails
and calls, but no one realizes that without device and storage
protection there is no safe ground.
Secure Phone offers device encryption from the onset. The
initial set up is a few swipes away and starts with choosing a
PIN to lock your phone’s screen and, more importantly, a lengthy
PASSWORD to guarantee your device encryption. This way you
encrypt your accounts, settings, apps and their data, media and
other files.
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The PASSWORD is longer and more complex than your PIN, as it
is a key security measure to protect your device. You do not have
to enter your encryption password regularly, only when you turn
on your device from a powered down state (such as a device
reboot). And don’t wonder where the typical Android pattern
went, it is locked by default as it is a less secure methodology.

No browsing on the Internet
Secure Phone doesn’t come with a browser app, because it’s
risky. Most often, browsers communicate with services, and
vice-versa, using the HTTP protocol and its securer version
the HTTPS. However, these protocols do not provide pure
end-to-end encryption and network providers are able to
decrypt communication over HTTPS. And even though you can
enable the browser via SAS, security risks are ubiquitous on the
Internet.
Whenever you need to use internet, we offer Secure SIM, a
multi-IMSI SIM card that proposes the best deals in over 140
countries, and avoids dealing with pesky carriers.

No Google services
This is largely what Secure Phone is about – limiting the
all-seeing eye of Google. True, using Google maps, push notifications, location tracking, etc. delivers convenience, but it buries
security. Your personal information is exposed at any moment.
To guarantee protection, we had to escape Google’s reach and
equip Secure Phone with a customized application framework
and our own operating system.

Arguing that you don’t care about the right to
privacy because you have nothing to hide is no
different than saying you don’t care about free
speech because you have nothing to say.
- Edward Snowden
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Customized
FROM THE START
We built Secure Phone from square one. It was a lengthy, but
rewarding process that helped us achieve usability, reliability
and hard-core protection. We had to customize on every level to
narrow the large attack surface in regular Android smartphones.
Let’s take a look.

Hardware
We use two device models for Secure Phone - HTC M8 and LG
Nexus 5. Why did we choose exactly those two? Two words:
customizable and reliable.
The HTC M8 and LG Nexus 5 have the Snapdragon 801 chipset,
which allowed us to lock the bootloader. This way we made sure
that no unneeded software can be installed on boot level.
Moreover, we performed extensive testing on these devices
and they proved to withstand our requirements for usability and
quality.

HTC M8

LG NEXUS 5

Custom bootloader
The bootloader kicks off before any other piece of software on
your device. Every Android phone has a bootloader that tells
the operating system kernel to boot normally. The bootloader
checks a few things and confirms the software you are trying
to start is genuine. We know that unlocking the bootloader
isn’t recommendable, but this enabled us to push our custom
operating system.
And unlock we did. Of course, we opened the device’s
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bootloader to ensure your full protection. We disabled the
phone’s USB, installed the Secure Operating System and locked
it back again. However, when we turned the key, we tweaked it
so that the next person who tries to open it wipes the device.

Custom recovery
Many companies talk about encrypting your chats, mails and calls, but
no one realizes that without device
and storage protection there is no
safe ground. Secure Phone offers
device encryption from the onset.

Recovery is of paramount importance for smartphones. It’s like
a mini OS that allows you to have an archived copy of your OS
and configuration. Every Android device comes with a recovery
console that is largely a partition on the device’s internal
memory.
The recovery lets you factory-reset your device, clear its cache
partition and recover the operating system using an official
ROM. It’s not little, but that’s it.
Recovery is of paramount importance for smartphones. It’s like
a mini OS that allows you to have an archived copy of your OS
and configuration. Every Android device comes with a recovery
console that is largely a partition on the device’s internal
memory. The recovery lets you factory-reset your device, clear
its cache partition and recover the operating system using an
official ROM. It’s not little, but that’s it.
Secure Phone features a custom recovery because we needed
to do more. Like we said, part of the reason to unlock the
device’s bootloader was to push our custom recovery and
it in turn to install the Secure Operating System. The custom
recovery is like your phone’s hard drive manager. It lets you
install programs, create partitions, as well as wipe your device
in case it ends up in the wrong hands.

Partition validation
All Android smartphones use several partitions to organize
files and folders. For example, there’s a boot partition,
recovery partition, system, data, cache and misc partitions.
Naturally, each partition has a defined role in the functionality of the device. As a user, the data partition perhaps is what
matters most to you; it is where your data is stored – contacts,
messages, settings and apps.
So, what do we mean by partition validation?
As you remember, when you boot your phone, you provide a
long password to encrypt your device and the data stored on
it. Now, imagine that the storage on your Android smartphone
is like a hard drive made up of several partitions – partition
validation means scanning each one of those partitions and
making sure they are not infected with malware.
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Custom
CORE
Kernel

Application
Framework

OPERATING
SYSTEM

Android
Runtime

Libraries

Secure OS
Your phone’s operating system performs myriad of tasks.
Some of them include recognizing and installing peripheral
devices, managing files and folders, sharing out system
memory, handling system errors and alerts, managing system
security, communicating with hardware, etc.
Based on Android, the backbone of Secure OS consists of:
Linux kernel, libraries, application framework, Android Runtime
and applications. Nothing extraordinary.
So, what is custom about SecurePhone’s OS?
Thanks to the open-source nature of Android, we went granular
and modified the original OS on every level: kernel, libraries,
runtime and application framework. This way we cut off all
risky elements and diminished the phone’s surface of attack.

Kernel
The kernel is the core of the operating system. It’s the “brain”
of the OS, the first thing that loads and handles the startup.
We can say that the kernel mediates access to the operating
system resources. It’s responsible for enabling multiple
applications to effectively share the hardware by controlling
access to CPU, memory, disk I/O, and networking. Simply put,
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whenever you want to do anything on your smartphone, it goes
through the kernel. So, what did we do?
Figuratively speaking, the kernel is like a command center.
It contains the drivers for your phone’s display, camera,
Bluetooth, USB, Wi-Fi, audio etc. For example, if you want to
start your camera, it talks to the kernel to access for permission
to start. But we know that the abovementioned conveniences
are a booty coveted by malicious software. We all saw Mark
Zuckerberg put tape on his laptop camera for fear of intruders.
That’s why we dove to the phone’s kernel level and removed
the camera drivers, Wi-Fi drivers, NFC, Bluetooth etc. Of course,
shall you decide, you can push them back via the Secure Administration System (SAS). But is the risk worth taking?

Libraries
Thanks to the open-source nature of
Android, we went granular and modified the original OS on every level:
kernel, libraries, runtime and application framework. This way we cut off
all risky elements and diminished the
phone’s surface of attack.

Generally speaking, a library is a set of data and pre-written
code that is used to develop software programs and
applications. Libraries offer coders available functionality, speed up their work and help them automate a process
without writing code for it. Let’s suppose that a developer is
building a math application. Well, instead of writing sophisticated functions, he will use a math library. In Secure Phone, we
removed most default Android libraries and installed better,
securer ones.

IP Table Firewall

This is an enterprise-like firewall inside your phone that allows
you to push firewall rules. It performs intrusion prevention when
you suspect that your phone is under attack. For example, you
can set it up so that your Secure Phone connects only to the
Secure Voice app.

Secure Guard

(Antivirus and Known exploit) – even if you push an app on your
phone, we can recognize it.

SQLCipher

The SQLCipher protects two of our flagship apps, Secure Chat
and Secure Voice. It is an extension of SQLite and provides
256-bit AES encryption of the apps’ database.
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Application framework
Developers use application frameworks to develop apps. On
Android smartphones, the application framework includes
the Activity Manager, Window Manager, Content Providers,
Package Manager, Telephony Manager, Resource Manager,
Location Manager and Notification Manager. However, we
know that wherever Google leaves an imprint, security withers.
That’s why we calibrated the phone’s application framework to
eliminate all possible threats.

Notification manager

The problem is that, normally, Android developers use the
cloud for push notifications; those pop-ups that prompt you to
take a certain action. And this really drains your battery. Also,
sometimes hackers use push notification ads to infiltrate your
phone.
We removed the Notification Manager on Secure Phone to
guarantee better battery life and a safe environment.

Location Manager

This is something that constantly tracks you. No more! Secure
Phone comes with disabled GPS and Google Location Service.

We removed the Telephony Manager,
and instead of making calls using a
SIM card of a regular mobile operator, say Orange, Secure Phone uses
Secure Voice for calls over IP.

Telephony Manager

The Telephony Manager provides access to the telephony
services on Android devices. It contains the IMEI number (International Mobile Equipment Identity) and SIM card information.
The IMEI number is hard-coded into the device hardware and
is used to identify your device. In simple terms, the Telephony
Manager is what makes normal calls possible.
But it is a huge area of attack. If we look at the IMEI number,
which is mostly used to verify whether a call has been made
from a specific handset, it can be used by impostors to perform
illegitimate cellular activities.
We removed the Telephony Manager, and instead of making
calls using a SIM card of a regular mobile operator, say Orange,
Secure Phone uses Secure Voice for calls over IP.

Package Manager

The Package Manager is part of the Policy Manager on Secure
Phone. It is responsible for installing, upgrading, configuring
and removing programs. It checks each application and makes
sure it’s legitimate, i.e. uncontaminated. We modified it to allow
the installation of apps only through SAS.
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Custom Content Provider

We updated and modified the default Android app Content
Provider to ensure that a given app can only access data
belonging to its particular Android Application Package (APK).
This way, third-party apps could not silently collect data from
other apps on Secure Phone. Now, via SAS you can modify the
settings inside apps. For example, you can restrict your device
to send only PGP encrypted emails, rather than sending and
receiving standard emails.

Full Network Log Traceability

Part of the protection we offer is knowing whether your phone
is connected to a secure network. The honesty, so to speak, of
the system is important, and we designed our applications to
show the network you are connected to.

Android runtime

Secure Phone doesn’t
feature third-party apps by default.
It comes preloaded with a dozen of
in-house developed apps and
nothing more.

The Android Runtime (ART) is an application runtime
environment that runs Android applications. It is the successor
of Dalvik and performs faster thanks to its ahead-of-time (AOT)
compilator. Compared to Dalvik, which collects code every
time an app is open, ART collects code only when the app is
installed. In simpler terms, this makes the loading of your apps
faster.
Another benefit of ART is that it opens the gates to the Android
universe, and if you decide, you can use SAS to install any app
on your Secure Phone.

Applications
Applications bring convenience but also compromise the
security of your communications and device storage. They
are a go-to venue for perpetrators who seek to infiltrate your
smartphone and steal valuable information.
Secure Phone doesn’t feature third-party apps by default. It
comes preloaded with a dozen of in-house developed apps and
nothing more. Unless permitted through the Secure Administration System, users cannot download “outside” applications.
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SECURE CHAT
Secure chat is an encrypted peer-to-peer chat using the OTR
(Off-The-Record) encryption protocol. It works as a regular chat
but features authentication methods to validate the identity of
the person you are talking to. Moreover, a special “For Your Eyes
Only” feature allows a remote deletion of sent messages and
pictures.

SECURE VOICE
Secure voice allows worldwide Voice over Internet Protocol
peer-to-peer encrypted calls over any 2G, 3G, 4G or Wi-Fi
network. The app uses ZRTP verification to ensure no one is
listening in.

SECURE EMAIL
Secure email provides PGP secure email solutions with
automatic encryption and decryption of sensitive email. All
encryption occurs on your device before transmission and can
only be decrypted by the intended recipient.

SECURE WIPE
Secure wipe is like a panic button. It erases your personal data
and restores the device to its factory settings. Once initiated,
this action cannot be reverted. Also, wiping your Secure Phone
can also be initiated remotely via SAS, Secure Chat, Secure
Email and a server connection timeout policy.

SECURE FIREWALL
Secure firewall is an enterprise firewall, but on your Secure
Phone. It tells you where your phone connects to, and offers
protection by refusing traffic from phishing IPs and ports used
for various exploits.
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SECURE PASS
Secure pass is an encrypted container for storying passwords.
We know how hard it is to remember five different passwords
for five different accounts. Secure Pass is a vault that allows
you to import/export passwords for entire databases.

SECURE BACKUP
Secure backup is an important application. It’s an encrypted
backup that allows you to import/export password-protected
files, contacts, applications and settings.

POLICY MANAGER
Policy manager is the Secure Administration System’s representative to Secure Phone. The Policy Manager has no specific
use other than displaying the changes you make through SAS to
your software, device, OS and applications.

SECURE FOLDER
Secure folder allows you to safely transfer files to /from a PC.

SECURE NOTE
Secure note is a password-protected notepad. It’s the fastest
and safest way to store information.

IMSI-CATCHER DETECTOR
IMSI-Catcher detector, well, detects IMSI catchers; devices
pretending to be legitimate cell towers in order to capture phone
traffic and data and track user movement. The IMSI-Catcher
Detector performs a check to an updated list of trusted towers
and displays any irregular activities, i. e. man-in-the-middle
attacks.
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It’s about
CONTROL

Secure Phone Administration
System (SAS)
Secure Phone and the Secure Administration System (SAS) are
inseparable. SAS is a mobile device management solution for
total control of Secure Phone. It lets you regulate pretty much
everything on the device.
SAS provides configurations on all levels:

Secure Phone and the Secure Administration System (SAS) are inseparable. SAS is a mobile device management solution for total control
of Secure Phone. It lets you regulate
pretty much everything on the device.

• Account Management – manage your device and account,
or other people’s devices and accounts if you’re an
administrator.
• Device Policy Management – define policies surrounding
the device features you wish enabled (Wi-Fi, bluetooth, NFC,
USB, etc).
• Application Policy Management – create policies to
manage which applications, both by Secure Group and third
parties, you wish to provide to your device.
• OS Policy Management – define what version of Secure
OS is available to Secure Phone and whether it can be
updated.
• Software Policy Management – determine what apps
should be available to Secure Phone and switch on and off
specific app features.
SAS gives you choices. It can turn your Secure Phone into a
regular phone with Facebook, or it can disable all Google
Services, social networks, etc. and guarantee you absolute
protection. SAS closes the gap between a cool secure device
and the need of organizations for secure mobile communications.
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Secure
SIM
The benefit of using Secure SIM is having unlimited data all
over the world. In other words, you avoid costly data services
in over 140 countries. It is the perfect solution for anyone who
needs mobile security and privacy, and has frequent business/
family trips across the globe.
Other than that, Secure SIM is a multi-IMSI SIM card that
comes only with a data plan and no possibility for voice calls
(Secure Phone is preloaded with Secure Voice, the go-to app
for voice calls). A multi-IMSI card means that a Secure SIM can
be assigned multiple local numbers, for example, one Dutch
number and one UK number.

CONCLUSION
At the end of the day, the goals are simple: privacy and security.
But how can they be achieved without control? Hardly.
That’s why Secure Phone is not just a mobile device, but a
platform for managing our safety online. It is foolish to think
that technology can single-handedly resolve our security
concerns and protect us from imposters. This would mean
that we either don’t understand the technology or the problem.
It’s exercising control over our behavior as users, as well as
our mobile devices, that can make a stand against hackers,
malware, man-in-the-middle attacks, etc.
Bruce Schneier, a renowned computer security and privacy
specialist, once said: “The user’s going to pick dancing pigs
over security every time.”
Don’t.
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NO BACKDOOR ACCESS
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